Tourism and Circularity for Sustainable Development in the Mediterranean
ADDRESSING PLASTIC POLLUTION IN TOURISM THROUGH SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS AND GUIDANCE

GLOBAL TOURISM PLASTICS INITIATIVE
PLASTICS MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY FOR ACCOMMODATION PROVIDERS
• **Framework:** Global Tourism Plastic Initiative (GTPI)

• **Main target audience:** procurement departments of accommodation companies

• **Objectives:**
  ○ identify and address challenges
  ○ step by step approach, including tender specifications
  ○ recommend tools
• **Instruments:**
  6 main steps over the course of 3 phases:
  - pre-tender
  - tender
  - post-tender

• **Easy to navigate**
  (checklists, decision trees, tools)
• **Framework:** Global Tourism Plastic Initiative (GTPI)

• **Main target audience:** large tourism accommodation businesses, applicable to cruise lines and SMEs

• **Objectives:**
  ○ support businesses to **identify, measure and track** plastic packaging and items in their operations to report progress through the **annual GTPI reporting**
  ○ **Focus** on plastics in operations (not plastic waste)
• **Instruments:**
  ○ **Step-by-step** methodology
  ○ 2 user-friendly **practical tools** to collect and aggregate data on property and company levels
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